
 

 
~ The New Jerusalem ~ - To  They That Overcome

Part 12
 
“And Zilpah Leah's maid bare Jacob a second son. And Leah said, Happy am I, for the
daughters will call me blessed: and she called his name Asher.” 

Genesis 30:12-13 KJV
 
“And I saw one of his heads as though it had been smitten unto death; and his death-stroke
was healed: and the whole earth wondered after the beast; and they worshipped the dragon,



because he gave his authority unto the beast; and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is
like unto the beast? And who is able to war with him? and there was given to him a mouth
speaking great things and blasphemies; and there was given to him authority to continue
forty and two months. And he opened his mouth for blasphemies against God, to blaspheme
his name, and his tabernacle, even them that dwell in the heaven. And it was given unto him
to make war with the saints, and to overcome them: and there was given to him authority
over every tribe and people and tongue and nation. And all that dwell on the earth shall
worship him, every one whose name hath not been written from the foundation of the world
in the book of life of the Lamb that hath been slain. If any man hath an ear, let him
hear.”                            Revelation 13:3-9 ASV
“Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is
to be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus Christ; As obedient children, not fashioning
yourselves according to the former lusts in your ignorance: But as he which hath called you is
holy, so be ye holy in all manner of conversation; Because it is written, Be ye holy; for I am
holy.”                                                       1 Peter 1:13-16 KJV
 
“But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass
away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and
the works that are therein shall be burned up. Seeing then that all these things shall be
dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy conversation and godliness,
Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens being on
fire shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat? Nevertheless we,
according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth
righteousness.”                                                             2 Peter 3:10-13 KJV
 
“And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them: and I saw
the souls of them that had been beheaded for the testimony of Jesus, and for the word of
God, and such as worshipped not the beast, neither his image, and received not the mark
upon their forehead and upon their hand; and they lived, and reigned with Christ a thousand
years. The rest of the dead lived not until the thousand years should be finished. This is the
first resurrection. Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection: over these the
second death hath no power; but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign
with him a thousand years.”   Revelation 20:4-6 ASV
( 3 Visions )
( 1st Vision )
“Then the Angel carried me further down the Northern Wall towards the entrance Gate of
Asher. As I came towards the Gate of Asher I beheld ONE HOLY MAN standing within the
arches of the Gate looking outward upon the cursed earth. When I saw this Holy one I cried
to the Angel which supported me saying “It is enough!”, for I was not able to look upon this
one who was so very Holy with the Holiness of the Ancient of Days. This was the corporate
Son, even that Giant that God had raised up standing as ONE MAN within this Gate. When I
cried to the Angel I was supported even more under my arm to behold this Holy one step
forth upon the cursed earth. As this Holy one went forth upon the earth I saw the beast
which had a deadly wound on one of its heads, which wound was healed, attack and
assault and fire weaponry at this Holy One but the munitions had no effect upon this Holy
One which walked forward upon the earth. Round about this Holy One as this One walked



forward were billows and waves of fire and tempest and storm with bolts of lightning
destroying everything of the curse upon this fallen creation.” 
( End Vision )
( 2nd Vision )
( ***NOTE*** - The following happened when I was taken to be one in part with this Holy
one which was glorified in the Holiness of God. It will take more than just this one writing
to share the import of this vision. ) “From the place wherein I was held in the atmosphere I
could behold within the City the Mount Zion and upon the top a fire enfolding in upon itself
and within the billowing fire a Throne set and ONE who sat upon the Throne, even the
Ancient of Days. As I entered into oneness with the company of those who were HOLY I
found that I had come into a pre-taste of the Glorified Body. For this was a company who
walked in the earth in bodies of light and glory which was promised by our inheritance in
our Heavenly Father. The same body of light and glory which Jesus arose with from the
tomb and which is promised to those who would inherit everlasting life. These who took
part in the 1st resurrection were in these bodies of glory. And I looked out through eyes of
my own glorified body and beheld the cursed earth and the spiritual entities of principality
and power who were round about the earth’s inhabitants,,,,,”
( Not the end of the vision )
( 3rd Vision )
“ I saw the sword of Gideon cleave the skull of the Midianites through the forehead. The
sword of Gideon stuck fast along its edge embedded in the frontal skull of the Midianite
Nation, so hard was the sword struck that it remained embedded in the skull thus ending
the life of Midian. ( ***NOTE*** - Midian means “Judgment, covering of iniquity, habits.” )
( End Vision )
The Gate of Asher: Happy blessed ones.
We live in the time of a great differential in the spiritual world. There are two main facets
at work in the realm of spirit which are effecting everything in this world, all you see in the
News, all you see in the world monetary systems, all you see in the political picture and all
you see in world religions. Both of these facets have an end coming. And that end will be
at the manifestation of the Sons of God. 
 
During this past time since writing #11 and #12 of “To They That Overcome” I was greatly
shaken in spirit as the Lord revealed this Holy One coming forth in the earth. That is the
first spiritual facet I am speaking of. The second spiritual facet is the cursed earth itself,
held in death and bondage by the beast. Included in the second facet is the entire gamut of
Christianity in our modern world. There are only an extreme few who are taken into the
first facet of spirituality. So the Lord in dealing with my heart concerning this present
writing made it clear to me that there is a great difference in the walk of they that are
overcoming and they that are not overcoming. They that are overcoming are coming into
absolute holiness. In the natural world, those who are in this overcoming walk are not seen
as being much different than others. They are still laboring in the work force, or busy in the



world doing the things that are required of them concerning natural business affairs. But in
the spirit, those of the overcoming company are CUT OFF. For the Lord revealed to me that
He has CUT OFF His remnant, His HOLY PEOPLE unto Himself. These form that Holy One I
saw in the Gate of Asher who had the true joy of the Lord upon them. 
 
So now I am prophesying to you the reader that you are about to see great tribulation come
into the world. For as the Lord separates in spirit His Holy Ones and prepares them for the
appearing of The Lord Jesus Christ, there will be great munitions formed to enable those of
the second spiritual facet, those who are tied to this bestial system and who are not
inheriting the life of those who are overcoming, to persecute this Holy One. Everything in
the world is now readied to come into this great tribulation that I speak of. We will now
see great shakings and great judgments from God upon this world and the wrath and
iniquity of ungodly leaders in both the political and religious world will be openly exposed.
Note this carefully in your hearts dear readers. The Overcomers will be in THE 1st

RESURRECTION AT THE APPEARING OF CHRIST. And this appearing is just in front of us.
Those who partake of the 1st  resurrection are going to be sorely persecuted in the world in
the days immediately ahead of us. Why? Because those who are overcoming will be
CONVICTED TO BE HOLY. This dear reader IS A FIRST. There has never been in history a
people who will be under HOLY CONVICTION as they will be in our time. This conviction of
Holiness has happened in the history of the church in measure, but not like it will be now in
those who will form this Holy One in the Gate of Asher. There is going to arise in your spirit
a conviction dear reader to abandon all that is fleshly in you, all that has grown up in
iniquity in you, and to turn from it and to place it all on your personal cross more than ever
before. And then when this conviction is growing in you and working in you dear
Overcomer, THOSE OF THE WORLD WILL ARISE TO PERSECUTE YOU AS NEVER BEFORE.
Even the persecutions that happened to the early church will pale in comparison to the
spiritual persecution that will come to the Overcomers in the days immediately before the
return of Jesus. The persecution I speak of was that beast which had 7 heads and 10 horns
arise with cruelty to kill the testimony of the righteous. Included in this beast is the great
apostate Christian denominational system along with all the other religions in the world. 
 
The ones who form this second facet of spirit in our time, this spirit of apostasy and
wickedness will kill the saints of the Lord in this very hour we stand in. Consider this to be
a warning. They will come to REMOVE YOU FROM THEIR POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS AND
ECONOMIC AMBITIONS. The Overcomers will have removed from them any right or
association to be part of the world order in the days ahead and in the lives of those who
are deluded. You dear reader, if you are indeed called to be part of the 1st resurrection, will
find yourself with no friends or allies in this world other than those of like precious faith.
Everything else will be taken from you. All you have, all you possess as relates to this
world will be judged by others as nothing, and your life as worthless, and you will be cast
out as one who is in strong deception. They of the Christian world and of the religious



world will brand you more than ever before as one who is a heretic. And then from their
midst you shall be removed. This will be an act of God in further separating you unto
Himself that He might reveal the living Christ in you which will end this world order in one
solitary hour. If you are overcoming, the Lord will appear in you. And I firmly believe that
less than an eighth of 1% of the worlds populace is part of the Overcoming Company, those
who will form the 1st resurrection. There are only just a few who will be part of this great
revelation of the Living Christ.  Yet this small number will be this Holy One, this Giant that
God is raising up in the Gate of Asher to destroy all that is in the world in righteous
judgment. The world will in the days ahead cast you out even more, but you in turn as the
cast out one will sit upon the Throne of Judgment to judge this world system and will
completely destroy it at the manifestation of the Sons of God. You will come into your
glorified body and all those on the earth that had cast you aside will see you in this
deathless body and they will learn that they were indeed held captive by the beast and by
their own carnality (which is the mind of the beast). When Jesus comes, one hour will pass
and the world as we know it will be obliterated. They of the 1st resurrection, the
Overcomers, will be seen glorified in bodies like Jesus body which arose from the tomb.
Their bodies will be the same, undefiled, holy, perfect and eternal with no death or shadow
of anything of their former existence. These will suddenly appear, in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, ON THE EARTH. It is HERE that all this will take place, THIS IS THE
TRUE COMING OF CHRIST. 
 
You need not think you will miss this if you are reading these lines. For if you are an
Overcomer, you will simply be one who is daily, day by day going through each trial and
testing in front of you, whether that test be severe or light, it matters not. As long as you
have your gaze fixed on Jesus Christ alone at the right hand of God and your gaze is upon
no other, and as long as you simply endure till the end each trial in front of you, then you
will partake of the 1st resurrection. For that is the key to this. That you willingly endure the
testings in front of you and go through them, never seeking to be delivered of the pain of
the cross. 
 
Going back to the 1st and 2nd facets of spirit in our hour. The main emphasis of the Gate of
Asher is to reveal a people who are genuine, the real finished work of Christ’s atonement,
they who have taken on His very nature and likeness, imaged exactly according to the
pattern son. This is to those in processing at this time already a conviction. For the
Overcomer cannot take part in the feasts, the celebrations, the joys of this modern
lukewarm Christian era. The Christian world in all the denominations have a peace, but it is
a false peace. A joy, but it is a false joy. A blessing, but it is a false blessing. Those who
are not going to be manifested as Sons of God are equating their prosperity to be God’s
blessing, their union with worldly elements to be a sign of God’s favor. All of this is pure
delusion which the Overcomer discerns and will not be a part of. In the religious world
there is a tremendous lack of peace, but an overabundance of violence. Suicide bombers,



wars, holy hatreds, all working to make the world unstable in our time. From all of this the
Overcomer takes note and will not be a part of any of it.  
 
The false joy that is in the Christian world is simply a further extension of the mystery of
iniquity. For this joyfulness at the hope of the rapture and of their feasting in the sky is
nothing more than religious pandering and unholy carnal desires. These who are not
overcoming are taking part in this false joy as though the Lord were the giver of it. To them
it is an evident token of His favor. But the Lord does not regard this more than a beast
which had a deadly wound on one of its heads, which wound was healed. And that is how
Christianity for the last 1000 years has operated. They have had CONVICTION upon them
from the Holy Ghost in times past, but they cast that conviction off in favor of tradition and
false religious exercise thinking that their doctrine was the will of God. The wounding on
the one of the 7 heads of the beast is nothing more than conviction for carnal reasoning.
And the wound being healed is nothing more than a carnal Christian rejecting that
conviction! Hence the beast wars against the Holy One coming forth with the TRUE JOY OF
THE LORD from the Gate of Asher. They fire their munitions at this Holy One, which is
nothing more than rejecting the life and testimony of the Overcomer. Has your testimony
been rejected dear Saint, the reader of these pages? Has your own flesh risen up against
the spirit of life in you and told you that you are deluded? Do you have first a duality that
wars, then Christendom in general that rejects and wars against your forward progress?
Have you been branded as one who is in strong deception and cannot know right from
wrong? And during all this that is being said about you and your walk, do you have
CONVICTION? For that conviction dear Overcomer IS THE TRUE JOY OF THE LORD. As you
respond to the conviction of the Holy Ghost to be separate unto God alone, that is the
measure of joy that is upon you. The beast of Revelation 13 and the war of that beast
against the Holy One is just as much your own carnal mind as the carnal mind of all they
who are in the world. This war is IN you and AROUND you. And I am prophesying that this
war IS ABOUT TO GREATLY INCREASE. The increase of this war will be such as has never
been known before. But God will give wisdom to you as you set your gaze upon Him alone.
Abandoning all measures of false blessing and false joy, you will learn through this
conviction to take upon your brow the true joy of the Lord. This joy is the mark of Father’s
name upon your forehead, even that mark which distinguishes you from all others. It is this
mark that is given to the 144,000 who form the government of God. If you are reading
these lines and are convicted that you need to overcome, then rest assured YOU ARE
BEING MARKED WITH FATHER’S NAME. Only those marked in His Name will have THE
TRUE JOY OF THE LORD. 
 
Do not think that things will proceed in the world and around your life as they have been
for eons of time. The truth is that God is drawing human history to a close. There will be a
manifestation of those who are identical to Jesus in every respect, including living in
glorified bodies. This small percentage of humanity will be seen sitting upon the Throne of



Heaven with the Lord ruling and reigning for eternity.  And think not that you will not live to
see it, for you shall. You shall not only see it dear Overcomer, but you will take part in it.
This ruling and reigning power will come to you when Christ appears in you without
measure glorifying your flesh. And you will be the first example since Jesus Himself who
has THE TRUE JOY OF THE LORD. When this takes place, the world as we know it will end
immediately and all mankind will come to sit at Jesus feet, this time in a corporate image
as a HOLY ONE, to learn the first principles of the doctrine of Christ. God’s plan does not
leave anyone out, for all will come to feast on the Love of God and will know His life in
truth in the age that is dawning upon this fallen creation. 
 
“And I looked, and beheld The Gate of Manneseh: Forgetting, he that is forgotten,
forgetting the former pain. And I saw the Overcomers RUN TO THIS GATE with strong
determination to complete their course and to finish their faith.”
To be continued…………
Kenneth B Visscher
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